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Rothersthorpe resident survey findings - Stagecoach bus service No.87

On Monday 22nd February 2021 Rothersthorpe parish council passed a motion to conduct a
resident survey regarding passenger usage on the number 87 bus service that runs through
the village.

This document was completed by Cllr Frankie Gilkes and publishes the residents survey
results as well as calling out community feedback and concerns regarding the survey and
the bus service.
The findings were presented to the parish council and public open session on Monday 12th
April 2021.

This document was minuted against parish council meeting 12th April 2021 and will be made
available to the public on the parish council website or by written request to:
parishclerk@rothersthorpe.info
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Background:
The number 87 bus service is administered through Northamptonshire County Council
(NCC)* Transportation Bus & Rail Development Team.
*As of 01/04/2021 this has now moved to West Northamptonshire Council (WNC)
department but has retained its agreed legacy operating model until its next review under the
new authority.

Though administered through this department, local authority do not fund this service and
relies on central government subsidies as they become available and subscriptions from the
following parish & town councils:

● Hunsbury Meadows
● Rothersthorpe
● Pattishall (Dalscote / Eastcote)
● Greens Norton
● Towcester Town

Prior to motioning this survey both Stagecoach and NCC were not forthcoming in publishing
a breakdown of passenger data for this service.
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NCC requested if all participating parishes would be subscribing for the 2021/22 period but
were not forthcoming in providing a financial statement of funds owed by each parish.

(It is worth noting that at this point Rothersthorpe parish council did not escalate to a FOI
request for this data)

The following email from James Loader NCC / WNC Transportation Bus & Rail Development
Team highlighted a potential impact to this service running into the next financial year but did
not spell out what this meant to each of the subscribing parishes.

(SIC) “There is a little uncertainty once we get beyond the start of
the financial year.  Our ability to keep running the service
completely relies on the Government’s reimbursement of loss
income during COVID-19 (the scheme is known as “CBSSG”).  We
know that CBSSG will continue for at least March 2021 and no end
has been announced.  However without it, service 87 and most
other services we contribute to in the same would have collapsed
some months ago, or at least had to have been suspended or
reduced. If the Government dramatically changes the position on
CBSSG, this may cause some difficulty. Therefore, whilst we enter
the year with the intention of continuing this and other agreements,
it may be necessary to review the situation part way through the
year.

I also expect that this will be the last year that we can support the
service as it currently stands.  Some of the section 106 pots will be
expiring and whilst that is factored into our projections for this
coming year, it will not be sustainable beyond March 2022.  That
being said, the intention of this scheme was always to try and keep
the service going until the successor authority of West
Northamptonshire was in place and decisions on public bus funding
becomes matter for them going forward.”

Survey Intentions:

It was the intention of the parish council to try and obtain user numbers, usage and public
opinion at source so we could build a clear picture of how the 87 bus is utilised due to the
lack of feedback from both NCC / WNC and Stagecoach.

Rothersthorpe parish council understand the importance of this vital lifeline for those who
rely on public transport and with the concerning mail poised by James Loader, we needed to
evidence travel data and receive a clear public response to present back to the unitary office
once it has been established and to drive negotiations, pushing for a better integrated bus
service for our community in the scenario of WNC and Stagecoach cutting services that
impact Rothersthorpe.
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It is not the intention of the parish council to make a YES/NO decision on future funding of
this service due to the decline in numbers directly impacted by COVID. We are aware there
has been a reduction in use and look to use “normal pre-COVID” usage figures.

At the February parish council meeting we were presented with an introduction to a local
advanced booking community bus service scheme. This ABILITY service is open to anyone
to use.
It is not the intention of the parish council to officially endorse this charity as a preferred
operator and to replace a timetabled bus service though Ability’s service could be used to
compliment Stagecoach at the individual users convenience.

Returns Data:
The survey ran from Saturday 06th March to Sunday 28th March with 1 paper survey per
household hand delivered to every resident in Rothersthorpe.
Returns were consolidated to two returns boxes located at:
1) The village hall
2) Outside 12 Kislingbury Road
3) By telephone request (for those shielding)

Out of 225 delivered surveys RPC received a 36.4% return rate equating to 82 completed
surveys.
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Out of the 82 completed surveys the breakdown of bus usage is as follows:

I use this service daily: 0

I use this service 3-4 times a week: 8

I use this service once a week: 5

I use this service a few times a month: 10

I use this service once a month: 3

I rarely use this service: 17

I do not use this service: 44

With the current COVID situation and an obvious marked reduction in service usage,
residents did highlight that their returns were either a pre/post COVID usage or would show
an increase of usage after social restrictions were eased.
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Villager Concerns and feedback received:
The following written feedback has been documented against the meeting minutes and will
be used to collate feedback to WNC & Stagecoach.
Villagers who gave their names will be noted within the public open session responses.

A number of returns highlighted an intended uplift in use:

● “After Lockdown”
● “When we feel it is safe after COVID I will use it a few times a month”
● “I have not used for the last year because of COVID but will use a few times a month”

Other residents noted they did not use the service:

● “Not often enough to warrant us using”

Lindsey
Thank you for delivering the survey leaflet - I have not used the Stagecoach Bus service for
a long time and my family take me out whenever I want!
Many years ago I did use this bus occasionally and it was very useful! However I don’t need
it now.
Thank you for showing it to me - I know I did appreciate it at the time but do not need it now.
With many thanks.

Other residents noted their desire to keep the service and to make it more accessible:

● “My husband and I would like to keep this service as we may need to use it in the
future”

● “I don’t use the service *BUT we would make use of it 3x per week if it went to Tesco
as it used to, because our children are at school at Abbey Field and could travel
independently”

Other residents noted how this is an important asset to the community:

K Sage
I do not use this service but please note this is not a good time to be doing a survey when at
present we still have a pandemic and people WON’T be using this Service as much??

Please note I have ticked the “I do not use this service box”. The survey would have been
more considerable to have questions like i.e. “Do we need a bus route in Rothersthorpe”!
We have an aging population in Rothersthorpe (not being rude) with no shops / amenities
etc.
Please think about the older generation who “do” use this service normally when “COVID” is
not a threat to those. It saddens me to hear that by completing these “Tick” box questions
decisions will be made to the detriment of our village and the livelihood of those folks that
are no longer able to drive
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C Harris
Uses the service 3-4 times a week and outlined that it would cost RPC / council tax payers
2p per day from the £1107.81 share given for the 2019-2020 period
Dear Rothersthorpe Parish Council
When Public Transport became privatised many years ago, assurances were given by the
then prime minister that bidders for services would not be able to cherry pick routes in order
that smaller communities could retain a SERVICE.
The current situation is extraordinary and should not be used to make decisions with regards
to the 87 route, which is not purely used for shopping but also for social purposes, lets face it
the village has little to offer.
Currently, Stagecoach have a changed route which now includes the Pineham Employment
Area and as that part of the route has as many as 30+ people use the bus on a regular
basis, also approaching town others get on and get off regularly.
It is essential that figures are obtained from Stagecoach which include this usage in order to
check any “viability”
I might remind people that without the bus service, this is an isolated dormitory village with a
rapidly aging population, who may currently be able to drive but later may lose their licences
and become trapped.
Regards

Frankie Gilkes
I am not a bus service user however I wish to raise concerns regarding the fact we have still
not had an invoice nor have Stagecoach / NCC been able to provide us with passenger
numbers to date.
This makes it difficult to weigh up the cost effectiveness of the service we are receiving.
We know that numbers will have drastically reduced due to COVID but if we write off
2020/21 passenger numbers and roll back to a like for like 2018 & 2019 figures surely this
would be the expected passenger uplift as we come out of the pandemic.

If we withdraw from this service it will probably be the last of the public assets cut from
Rothersthorpe and it will impact residents... even if it's a few individuals it is a lifeline for
those with no access to private transport.
It has been discussed in previous meetings the village has no form of commercial, retail,
leisure, services or active travel available and we risk getting left behind unless we invest in
beneficial growth, but until that time we should fight to keep this lifeline open.

If they are looking to cut the 87 bus route next year as the mail thread from James Loader
NCC alludes to we will have to look at options anyway, but if there is kickback from active
bus users we can fight on behalf of our community as opposed from being locked out of any
future discussions or shaping public transport for our area because we have already
withdrawn our funding.

We need to think carefully before writing this asset off or if we do, what should we invest in to
grow services and opportunities for residents in the village to alleviate the need for public
transport links or vehicle dependency?
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Parish Council Next Steps:

Rothersthorpe parish council would like to express thanks to everyone who took the time to
complete the survey and were pleased that the No.87 service was still being utilised and
would show an increase after COVID restrictions are lifted.

We express frustration in the way NCC Transportation Bus & Rail Development Team and
Stagecoach have handled its operations with subscriptions, communication and support for
this service across all parishes and we call for a better way of working with greater
transparency as we move to WNC.

Rothersthorpe parish council will continue to subscribe to this service as we recognise the
importance of this service for parishioners who rely on public transport or those who may
require its usage in the future.

As stated in James Loader’s email the current scheme will be reviewed by WNC once the
office has been established. Rothersthorpe parish council will compile the survey return
statistics and public responses. This data will be held on file and will be evidenced to WNC
in the event of any future consultations or reviews to cutting transport services that will have
a detrimental impact to the residents of Rothersthorpe.

Author
Cllr F J Gilkes

Signed on original

Presented - 12/04/2021


